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FA C T  S H E E T  F O R  PAT I E N T S  A N D  FA M I L I E S

Knee Walker:
Training and safety guidelines

Adjusting your knee walker to fit
Before using your knee walker, you will need to adjust 
it to fit your body correctly. To get started:

1 Position the platform so it is closer to your 
healthy (good) leg. Remove the platform pin 
located beneath the platform. Turn the platform 
so its edge aligns with the edge of the frame of the 
walker on the side of your healthy leg.

2 Check the position of the platform by looking 
at the walker from behind. The platform will 
be more to the right of the center for a left leg 
injury and more to the left of the center for a right 
leg injury.

   Handlebar

Parking brake: To set the parking 
brake, press the brake lever down. 
To release the parking brake, pull up 
on the brake lever. 

On older models: Set the parking 
brake by pressing the brake lever and 
pushing the button on the top of the 
lever. Release by pressing the brake 
lever so the button pops out.

Platform: Place the knee on 
the front padding so the lower 
leg rests on the rear padding.

Handbrake: Squeeze to stop 
and stay stopped.

Mast pole

Pin

3 Adjust the height of the platform to a 
comfortable position, and put the platform pin 
back in place to hold it there.

4 Attach knee pads (if necessary). Some knee 
walkers have removable pads on the platform. 
The larger pad should be in the front and the 
smaller pad should be in the back.

5 Adjust the height of the handlebar by 
removing the pin (or clamp on older models) on 
the mast pole. Slide the handlebar to about waist 
level. Then, secure the pin (or clamp) to hold 
them in place. 

Platform pin
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Staying safe 

To stay safe and prevent further injury when using 
your knee walker, follow these precautions:

 • Wear a non-slip shoe on your non-injured foot.

 • Do not use the walker to pull yourself up from a 
seated position.

 • Check the clamps, pins, nuts, and bolts now and 
then to make sure they are not loose or missing.

 • Do not use near stairs or escalators.

 • Do not use your knee walker if you have been 
drinking alcohol or using opioids or street drugs as 
these substances can make you unsteady.

 • Take extra care when moving from one surface type 
to another (for example, from carpet to tile or from 
hardwood to a throw rug).

 • Take extra care when changing surface levels (for 
example, from a curb to the street or ramp).

 • Don’t make sharp turns. You could tip over.

 • Use the brake to control your speed while  
going downhill.

 • Do not go over the manufacturer’s suggested weight 
limitations (see the sticker on the equipment). 

To find more information about your equipment, go 
to the manufacturer’s website.

Call Intermountain  
Homecare & Hospice  

if you experience any problems 
with your knee walker:  

1-800-527-1118

Using your knee walker

To safely use your knee walker:

1 Stand on the side of the walker where your 
pushing foot will be. 

2 Place your hands on the handlebar and squeeze 
the handbrake. The handbrake is designed to help 
you to stop and stay stopped. If your model has a 
parking brake, press the brake lever down.

3 Place the knee of your injured foot or ankle 
centered on the front padding of the platform.

4 Release the handbrake and carefully move 
forward or backward with your pushing foot. 
(If your model has a parking brake, be sure to 
pull up on the brake lever before releasing the 
handbrake.) Move slowly so that you can stop 
safely using your pushing foot. 

5 When braking, the braking wheel must be in 
contact with the floor. It works best when you 
put weight on the walker.


